
Sarah, with Tias Little and Jill Satterfield,

led last summer’s Embodied Mind retreat

at Shambhala Mountain, a retreat in the

Colorado Rockies. Along with Cyndi Lee of

NYC’s Om Yoga, they represent a core of

preeminent yoga teachers who are bridging

the ancient Indian traditions of yoga and

buddhadharma –ed.

Waylon H. Lewis, for elephant:

Were you Buddhist first, yogi first..?
Sarah Powers: I was introduced to the
tenets and psychology of Buddhism in my
Masters program. I read a lot and was
looking at the nature of reality through dif-
ferent lenses. When I found yoga, I found
a place to root those practices in my body.
I tried to meditate in my early 20’s, [but] it
just wasn’t available to me because of my
strong creative, restless nature. It took a
number of years of yoga for me to calm
down enough so that I could utilize the
incredible tools of the Buddhist practices.
So, I came back around to what I’d been
reading long before I’d started yoga prac-
tice, but couldn’t root in my own experi-
ence until there was a level of ease to the
nervous system that yoga provided for me. 

I wanted to go further than just doing
the postures. I’d heard a lot about medita-
tion in my yoga courses and trainings, but
we only practiced it for short periods. I’d
heard that if you really wanted to [medi-
tate], the Buddhists were really practicing.
There would be no way around getting to
know your own mind. You couldn’t get up
in 15 minutes and be done for the day. You
would actually look, and look again, all
day on retreats. 10 years into my yoga
practice, I felt ready to find teachers who

could reeducate me into getting to
know my own psychological world
where there were some essential
elements that I hadn’t become
acquainted with.

Many of my yoga teachers
were meditators, so I was used to
sitting for 15–20 minutes after my
practice, when the inner environ-
ment is naturally conducive to
being spacious and at peace. But I
didn’t know how to cultivate that
place without coming directly out
of my yoga practice. There was a
pitfall in needing my yoga practice
to feel at peace instead of seeing
yoga as a tool to cleanse restless-
ness and fatigue so that I could
actually be with myself and others
in any circumstance, and recognize
that what I called my ‘self’ was
simply layers of conditioning. By
looking at the nature of mind I saw
how many places there was dis-
content or an inability to connect
with my immediate experience. There’s a
stream of fear-based living from ego identi-
fication in all of us, until there’s the point-
ing-out of the nature of mind [a preliminary
Buddhist teaching] and we learn to recog-
nize it within ourselves. Working with
these conditioned patterns is an ongoing
process, but I no longer feel like they are
the essence of who I am. They’re aspects
of experience—and they become door-
ways. So, yoga practice in and of itself
readies us because of the way it elicits
heightened, yet smoothed-out energy. But
if we don’t channel that energy into recog-
nizing what the obstacles to presence are,
then we are left with the potential to culti-
vate more a sense of egocentrism and
more of a sense of ‘me and my wonderful-
ly-enhanced, strong body.’ 

So who did I want to model my prac-
tice after? Those who had less attachment
to asana, without giving it up, and more

understanding of love and compassion
and insight into wisdom. When I viewed
the Buddhist community and went to
some talks, there were so many people
who were not necessarily liberated, but
were living from a place of authentic
inquiry, humbleness and true insight in
their ability to translate what they had
learned personally into those teachings.
So I thought, “Okay…here are some great
mentors.”
ele: At the time there weren’t well-known
crossover teachers, though it’s always
been done in a grassroots way: Richard
Freeman [Yoga Rockies’ Autumn] was
talking about how folks have been going
‘under the wall’ between these traditions
forever. And that more of that needs to
continue to happen. Yogis might seek
meditation instruction within Buddhism or
other traditions, and—as Jeff Waltcher,
director of Shambhala Mountain put it
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at Shambhala Mountain Center

Sarah, Tias Little & Jill Satterfield in front of Marpa Point, the
mountain at the heart of Shambhala Mountain’s 600-acre campus.
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[Yoga Rockies’ Summer]—many Buddhists
have long been “closet yogis.” This ‘closet-
ness’ has remained, until the past few
years, when the practices of Richard, Tias,
other widely-respected yogis became bet-
ter known. Coming from a Buddhist tradi-
tion, for years, I wouldn’t even think about
doing yoga, mostly because of the scene.
It was partly just my projection, but people
seemed trippy.
Sarah: Right. The messenger kills the
message. 
ele: And so what caused you to go
beyond such hesitation or projection and
explore this ‘weird religion’: Buddhism?
Sarah: I’m interested in any wisdom tra-
dition that looks at the nature of suffering
and waking up from that—and I have
been influenced by my husband, Ty, who I
met at 18. So, it’s not a closed idea of ‘I
was a yogi and now I’m a Buddhist.’ I
often tell people this when I teach, so that
they don’t feel like they are looking
through a particular lens, which if they
don’t adopt themselves, we’re not going to
be able to relate. It’s not the -ism of
Buddhism that I’m interested in—the
description of ‘Buddhism’ in relation to
other religions is really quite new. It was
always called the buddhadharma, the path
of the truth. So, for me, I’m not interested
in labels, because they become shackles.
And most of the teachers I’ve gravitated
toward have used the lens of Buddhism to
go beyond any idea of religion. Because a
liberated being is not a Buddhist, they’re
simply liberated. You know, the Buddha
didn’t call himself a Buddhist, he called
himself awake. 
ele: But to get there…
Sarah: …to get there we need to use a
vehicle…
ele: …to follow a particular path.
Sarah: Exactly. Feeling confident in a
particular path, taking refuge [a prelimi-
nary Buddhist vow]—which I’ve done—
and giving my appreciation to the Three
Jewels (teacher, teachings, students) on a
regular basis. These paths are worth pur-
suing without making them separate. In
some of the historical writings the
Buddha’s wife, Nishrodhya, was thought
to have done yoga often. She herself
became a Dharma teacher and taught
what they called temple exercises. Maybe
through the way [Dharma] spread, it was
hard to create an environment where one
could practice the teachings and postures
when so many followers were traveling
together. But to ignore our Buddha body
and seek to transcend it..? That’s what the
yoga path has to offer the Buddhist. It’s a
remarriage of what is truly never separate.

And in the other direction, what the
Buddhist path has to offer the yogi—they
both look at the nature of moksha, libera-
tion, and the nature of dukha, suffering—
but the Buddhist path puts a microscopic
lens on how we suffer. In his incredible
ability to transmit his understanding, the
Buddha was able to peel away the psy-
chological realms and then create a door
in for us, so many years later. A lot of yogis
were transcending and not coming back
and sharing those teachings, even though
they may have reached similar places of
liberation through the ages.
ele: Like the great Buddhist teachers
called forest yogis. Once they attained lib-
eration they just roamed around in the for-
est and almost had to be caught by disci-
ples in order to receive teachings. But,
going back: at college you were excited by
what you were reading about, but couldn’t
quite get it on some level.
Sarah: It connected on a conceptual
level, which is a doorway. We have to
have an intellectual understanding of
what the path is and where we’re going. I
was involved in psychotherapy and
processes of looking at where my block-
ages were. Many the therapists had a nat-
ural transcendent quality. The program I
was in, at the Institute of Transpersonal
Psychology Transpersonal Psychology,
blended Eastern traditions with Western
psychology. We read Ken Wilber, Jack
Kornfield, Roger Walsh, Francis Vaughn
and many people who were steeped in
Buddhist tradition and viewing it through

a psychological lens. I was becoming a
psychotherapist, like them, when I got to
one of the courses where we were asked to
train in how to root these teachings in
your body. People chose Tai chi and Chi
Gong. I had done a little yoga (my brother
had done yoga from a young age and
given me a book), so I thought, “let me go
back and try some of this again.” I dove
into what was then a burgeoning yoga
community in L.A. There was so much to
study and uncover, I knew that this was
going to be something that I wanted to
devote a lot of time and energy to. I just
put everything else aside and dove into

the yoga world and taught full-time for 10
years before I found a meditation teacher.
ele: That’s how you got beyond or
beneath that conceptual level.
Sarah: When I got to the [meditation]
cushion it was, “I know this body, where
there’s blockage and how to be with pain,
somewhat.” Meditation felt like advanced
yoga. And I felt so sorry for people who
hadn’t done any yoga. I thought, “how can
they be here? How difficult.” Many of
them left my first 10-day retreat. And those
I spoke to at the end  were dealing with so
much pain and the acknowledgement of
having a body that they weren’t familiar
with. They didn’t get to drop below that
physical hindrance. Had I not been so
familiar and respectful with my body, it
would have been hard for me to just stay
seated and deal with things through mind. 
ele: It would be helpful if more of that
understanding is shared with meditators.
Things are still very much the way you
described in Buddhist communities.
Sarah: And rightfully so. That’s the pitfall
that’s so common in yoga—which you
were saying that you saw. Tsoknyi
Rinpoche and I had a dialogue here at
Shambhala Mountain, when I first
became his student. I asked him, “what do
you think of doing hatha yoga as a prelim-
inary practice? [In Tibetan Buddhism, one
begins with four set practices] I have a 10-
year [yoga] practice that takes two hours
and if I’m going to adopt the Buddhist pre-
liminary practices and learn the teachings
on the nature of mind and do dzogchen

[advanced meditation]
practice and have a
family…well I don’t
see where that’s all
going to fit in. And my
yoga is accelerating
understanding with-
in.” Rinpoche said,
“one of the pitfalls
when hatha yogis use

the body solely is arro-
gance. People start identifying with and
then clinging to the body—a transitory
composite, impermanent—and so end up
suffering in the aging process and having
to let go of attachment to a body that they
spent so much time cultivating.” 

Often because someone can do third
series [advanced yoga] people start rever-
ing them in class when they walk in. If flex-
ibility is a sign of liberation we should just
go bow to the 10-year-old Chinese acro-
bats. Then we’re going to miss a lot of wis-
dom from people who have bodies that
aren’t able to perform in this way. And yet,
[with] whatever body we happen to have—

If flexibility is a sign 

of liberation we should 

just go bow to the 

10-year-old    
Chinese acrobats. 
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treating it with care and respect, getting
more range of motion and experience of chi
flow—will enable us to take the next step. 

The second thing Tsoknyi Rinpoche
said was, “sincerely take a look at any
practice, and notice within yourself if com-
passion, faith and wisdom are developing
from it. If they are, then stay with it. If
they’re not, take a look and either change
the way you experience the practice or
change the practice itself.” It helped me
look at how I was practicing from the will
instead of devotion, from ambition instead
of acceptance. And so I didn’t need to get
rid of the practice—but I started looking at
how to do the practice in a different way,
so that there could be a continuum into
the skills of [meditation]. 
ele: Patanjali [the ancient sage who first
set teachings of classical yoga to paper]
defined yoga as something like the path
upon which one works to calm thoughts.
Sarah: The second sutra: yoga is the ces-
sation of the fluctuations of consciousness.
ele: So it would seem that this would be
the proper motivation for yoga practice.
Sarah: I would like the Buddhist path to
be tenfold and re-add asana and pranaya-
ma to the other eight limbs. When we do
certain courses, we’ll do eight weeks of the

eightfold path and blend it with yoga. Each
morning we go through asana and look at
how we are in our life and body. A book’s
title is apropos: The Way You Do Anything
Is The Way You Do Everything. After
watching people do asana in front of me for
18 years, you get to energetically see how
they are in everything that they do just by
the way that they move across the mat. It’s
a reflection of how they are with them-
selves, their world, the different kleshas
[extreme emotions] and dealing with being
in this life. I feel immensely blessed that
these teachings on the mat and on the
cushion are available in this Western life.
ele: How did your study of the Dharma
then reflect back on your teaching of yoga? 
Sarah: It’s a good point you brought up,
like you were saying about the yogis you’d
met. I remember thinking that Buddhists
seemed disconnected from their bodies
and dispassionate about other people. I
didn’t want to adopt a path that didn’t stay
intimately connected and involved with all
kinds of people, and with the body. But I
realized that that was just a few people’s
translation of what the Buddhist teachings
were. We are attracted to what our nature
may already be like. We don’t necessarily
quickly transform and adopt the teachings

of compassion. When people tell me that
Buddhism is too intellectual or dry or joy-
less, when they come off a retreat and
they’ve been silent and they just feel like
singing or dancing, I say, the people that I
know that actually live from the most play-
fulness and the most joy are those who
have done the most inner silence retreats.
There’s a natural quality of ease and friend-
liness. So, when I started to [present] the
Buddhist teachings  to people practicing
yoga, I made sure to couch it in the terms
of whether—whether it’s Sufism, Buddhism
or mystical Christianity, if it expands and
accelerates our understanding of liberation
we can utilize it as a vehicle. 

Whether or not you adopt the full
teachings of the Buddha is irrelevant in my
class. But still a lot of people fell away. So
I had to have a willingness to stay with
what I felt was important and let go of
those factors that became superfluous. If
I’m just going to teach an active practice,
I’m only going to have time to talk about
structure, alignment and details of breath,
energy and focus and then give a little talk
as we go into shavasana [the restful final
pose in most yoga sessions]. And then
class is over. So when I learned the yin
practice, about the same time I was going
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on Buddhist retreats, I realized that not
only was this a practice that would help
me sit with more ease, deep at the core of
my body—its long-held poses were meant
to help you enjoy sitting more easily—it
was also a vehicle where I didn’t have to
talk about alignment every 10 breaths. I
had five-minute intervals where I could
talk about philosophical components from
the buddhadharma and how they related
to the yoga path. How to be ready to
understand the inner terrain of mindful-
ness so that by the time we were done with
class we could do a half-hour sit—they
had heard some of the teachings and tools
to do that. And it re-inspired me. I was
planning to leave the teaching field at that
point and go back into transpersonal psy-
chology. I was done with telling people
where to put their feet. And when I came
back to being able to share in this way I
was completely enthusiastic about telling
them where to put their feet and how to do
asana because it wasn’t all I was teaching
any more. It was part of a larger picture.
ele: That does seem to be missing in
yoga classes. There’s no meditation and
not much yoga philosophy.
Sarah: A lot of the teachers do have it in
them. It’s a time constraint and not having

the vehicle to do it. When I first started
doing some talks, the yogis in the room
were restless, unable to sit and listen,
unused to a system that gives intellectual
understanding first and then the practice. In
the Buddhist, this system is mandatory: you
understand the method before you go and
try to do it. But in the yoga world it came
through the athletic lens, not our monastic
communities where it originated. People
were thinking that the physical practice will
actually teach you where you need to go as
far as changing your mind. But there’s a
famous upanishad about yoga that says,

I use those three lines to encourage the
community I teach to settle, listen and rec-
ognize that this will actually stream into a
skillful practice, not just coming from

ambition to change your body. I live and
teach at my home, which is a zendo space.
The community has become a nice blend
of people who come to yoga from a
Buddhist perspective and people coming
to Buddhism from a yoga perspective. If
we’re truly to transform this American cul-
ture, we’re going to need to find out more
about where our common ground is and
less about where our divisions are.
Because on a world scale that is obviously
what we are doing: us and them, the
nature of dualistic thinking. 
ele: We were having the same conversa-

tion yesterday with Richard
[Freeman]. Coming from
mostly Ashtanga practice,
staying in one pose forever
sounds painful. 
Sarah: I’ve been doing
Ashtanga for 18 years and
love it. Ha-tha yoga means
sun-moon, or surya and chan-
dra blend. Ashtanga is a surya
practice: it’s heat producing,

transformative and helps the
energies accelerate toward the higher
regions of the body through inner heat,
agni, blending with prana. The yin practice
stimulates particular meridians and allows

Understanding without practice is better 
than practice without understanding. 

Practice with understanding is better 
than understanding without practice. 

And resting in your authentic nature is better 
than any understanding and any practice.
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us to work with those parts of our nature that
are more contemplative, more about surren-
der. We need to address both sides of our
nature. Yoga is a complete system that can do
that. If we have an imbalance it will eventual-
ly show up as an aggressive, restless quality.
And so just doing Ashtanga, you’re not usual-
ly in a place to then sit and meditate all day.
So, balance it with that yin—inward-minded
and contemplative. Ashtanga, the yang, pro-
motes creative, energetic vigor that makes
you want to go and do. Otherwise you get too
sleepy in your meditation. These practices go

hand-in-hand. All yin would create a lack of
strength and stability, all yang would create
too much energy and momentum to act on
the world, instead of [to] actually be and
respond to the world.
ele: Since I am, as Richard calls it,
“blessed with stiffness,” yin—to be in one
pose for five minutes—sounds painful.
Sarah: Certainly, but isn’t meditation after
30 or 40 minutes? [Yin is] a skillful way of
digesting difficult sensations by making a
pressure cooker—knowing that for these five
minutes I’m not in my comfort zone, now
how do I relate to that? And when the mind
drops resisting, just like in meditation, you
can inhabit the body without any attachment
to comfort. That lets pockets of resistance, of
living less consciously, fall away.
ele: But, if [I] don’t let go, if I freaked out
or tightened…
Sarah: Then, try three minutes. I give talks
during the five minutes, so that they’re
engaged on a physical, cellular level and a
psychological, mental level. They’re not just
sitting with their pain and dying. I suggest
people do other styles for a year before they
attempt to come in and sit through poses for
five minutes at a time. Then I encourage
people to go and do it by themselves. My job
is done when they no longer need a
teacher—they have their own practice. 

Exercise from class with Sarah Powers
To strengthen the backs of the knees:
Lie on front, hands on elbows, forehead
on forearms. Breath in, lift head & chest
a little from ground, elongating forward,
lift right leg, elongating out, hold &
breath out. Breath in & bend knee,
bringing foot to butt. Breath out, extend
leg back lifting thigh upwards. At end of
breath lower leg down & head back
down. As you do this the supporting leg’s
muscles are drawing up & energized.
Repeat on other side. Repeat five times
on each side. 


